Tuesday, 6 September 2011

From: Walter Francis Fitzpatrick, III, United States Navy Retired
To:

- The two Federal Grand Juries sitting in Knoxville, Tennessee
  Via: U.S Attorney William C. Killian, Eastern District of Tennessee
- Richard L. Lambert, Jr., Federal Bureau of Investigation Special
  Agent-in-charge, Knoxville, Tennessee Division

SUBJECT: CRIMINAL ALLEGATIONS NAMING BARACK HUSSIEN
OBAMA IN COMMISSION OF TREASON

Confident holding Barack Hussein OBAMA’S silent agreement and admission I
declare Mr. Barack Hussein OBAMA a Foreign-born Domestic Enemy in commission
of TREASON!

In commission of TREASON OBAMA is engaged in purchasing and supplying guns,
ammunition and additional high-powered heavy weapons, munitions and explosives
to Mexican based and U.S. based foreign aggressors invading America. OBAMA
actively aids and abets the self-described and internationally recognized enemy
invasion force.

As an Act of TREASON OBAMA operates as a principal minister to a foreign
government organ discovered existing in the United Nations constitution (or charter).

As an Act of TREASON OBAMA provides sanctuary and safe-haven to America’s
enemies intent upon the destruction of the United States Constitution as our form of
Republican government and upon the destruction of the United States of America as
a Sovereign nation.

In an Act of TREASON OBAMA encourages, facilitates and arms enemy to carry out a
War on the United States of America from enemy bases set up in the homeland.
OBAMA aids and abets these known enemy forces to establish and strike from
enemy strongholds OBAMA allows established on American soil.

In committing TREASON OBAMA poses as an impostor president and commander in
chief. Mr. OBAMA is an infiltrator and a spy.

As an Act of TREASON OBAMA broke in and entered the White House by
force of contrivance, concealment, conceit, dissembling, and deceit. Posing as
an impostor president and commander in chief you have stripped civilian
command and control over the military establishment. Known military
criminal actors—command racketeers—are now free in the exercise of an extra-military government intent upon destruction of America’s constitutional government.

As a Foreign-born Domestic Enemy, infiltrator and spy Mr. OBAMA installed and operates a government that is rival to and competing with our United States Constitution. Mr. OBAMA operates a government not found in our United States Constitution. This is identified as TREASON in pure form. We come now to this reckoning as I repeat: I accuse Barack Hussein OBAMA and OBAMA’s military-political criminal assistants of TREASON. I name OBAMA and OBAMA’s political-military criminal associates as traitors. OBAMA’s criminal ascension manifests a clear and present danger. Mr. OBAMA changed our form of government. Under infiltrator and spy OBAMA the Constitution is burned and replaced.

It needs be said out loud and relentlessly: OBAMA is not just aiding and abetting the invasion force based in Mexico and operating from bases in the United States, OBAMA is one of the organizers and commanders of this invasion force.

My sworn duty is to stand against what Mr. OBAMA stands for. The Foreign-born Domestic Enemy OBAMA is not my president, OBAMA is not my commander-in-chief.

Obedient to the United States Constitution in submission of this criminal accusation I remain steadfast, and,

Born fighting,

Walter Francis Felton
UNITED STATES NAVY, RETIRED

Sworn and issued before me

Glenda White, Notary Public

at 11:52 p.m.